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Do You Want Your Young Children to Sleep Peacefully and With Beautiful Dreams? Read to
Them the Best Bedtime Stories This Book Has to Offer!Is your child in the stage where his or her
imagination and curiosity are blossoming?Is he or she interested in magic?It has been revealed
that the stage where children’s imagination should be nurtured is at their early childhood;It’s at
this stage where their minds are most active; they’ll start getting curious and their imaginations
will peak.It’s best to encourage this state and in what better way than bedtime stories?Bedtime
stories not only create a bond between you and your child but promote their mental ability as
well.Psychologists have proven through brain imaging studies that bedtime stories lower kids’
anxiety levels and exercise their minds thus reinforcing their literacy skills and mastery of the
language.At this age, it’s perfectly normal for them to play pretend and be interested in magic.
Bedtime Stories for Kids is a book that contains a collection of short fantasy narratives
involving... magic creatures!This bundle is suitable for your son or daughter that are between 3
and 10 or are interested in magic, as they will find:● Engaging Characters: Each story features
different characters yet all of which are made to intrigue the kids● Amazing Plots: Read of
stories that are themed magically and are made for children to enjoy and learn fromAs this book
is written with love and careful thought by a fellow mother, Mary Miller, the stories are well-
written and are child-friendly! Her books had also been translated into different languages as her
writing’s effectivity is long sought for.Other parents have witnessed how this book could foster a
great relationship with their children as it helped them when they were having difficulty
establishing a relationship.With the number of magical unicorns and dinosaurs in this bundle, it’s
sure to be a favorite! Even your rowdy kids would love them!Allow the stories in this collection to
accompany your children to learn or simply have them for entertainment!Having these stories
before they sleep will surely have them dream good dreams and sleep through the night.What
are you waiting for?!Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!

Bonus inside the book      I really liked that the stories were many and the right length. The
book contains 40 stories, including 30 about unicorns and 10 about dinosaurs. As a bonus, the
book allows you to get a second one as a gift with 10 additional stories. Also, there is a
completely free audio version for those who are not subscribed to Audible. Basically, with one
book, you get 3 products.My daughter likes these stories, and I find them fitting; I don't have to
worry about explaining weird stuff. The expectation has been exceeded by reality. - Sara T.
HinkleStories that create love      You can see writer Mary Miller's love for children and teens.
These stories are enjoyable and helped me get my 2 children to relax and fall asleep. As I
imagined reading something relaxing helps them rest better. Consequently, sleeping better
makes them more tractable and sociable the following day. It is believed that a good day starts in



the morning; I have found that it starts at night. - Dave E. McIverThis book has improved my
relationship with my daughter      I have a 6-year-old daughter (Ava), and thanks in part to this
book, I have created a great relationship with her by taking her to bed and reading her a story. All
the nervousness and excitement of the day goes away, and I see him relax. The fact that I am the
one reading him the story makes him listen to me in peace. During the day, he sometimes throws
tantrums and doesn't listen, but if it's evening, he becomes a little angel. I recommend Mary
Miller's books because there are no negative episodes that can upset kids. - Sandra G.
Lloyd Bundle      This book is a bundle, so I was able to get multiple books with one
purchase. Inside I received the audio version for free, which allows me to get my son to do the
work of putting him to sleep those times I don't have time or inclination to do it myself. The
narrator has a very pleasant voice; she manages to engage my son in the stories and at the
same time get him to relax. It's nice to have a son who sleeps at night and is less nervous during
the day. Thank you, Mary! - Adam TaylorStories that relax me too      There are books written
just for its sake and others written with love. You can tell right away that Mary Miller is a mother
full of love for children and teens. The stories are just right, and I don't have to worry about
negative examples or stories that teach negative values. Besides putting people to sleep, the
stories educate them about respect and life. I also like fantasy stories about unicorns because
they allow me to take my mind off the usual routine of life. I have found that these stories also
relax me and that allows me to face the day better. - Betty J. Young Gift of the audio
version      I bought this book, and to my pleasant surprise, I discovered the audio version of
Audible as a gift. Listening to the stories from the professional narrator, my daughter and I are
hugging, and it increases the bond between us. We usually listen to a couple of stories as if it
were a television series. The difference is that we can watch each other and create this moment
for ourselves. I work during the day and only get to see my daughter in the evening, so I wanted
to create a piece of time where we do something together. Sometimes we talk about the story
and share impressions. - Vicky OdellStories of the right length      Some books have 20 or 30
pages long stories, and we don't always have that much time. Others have a story that has only a
page or so. Mary Miller's stories are the right length. I used to read the stories to my children,
and they and I both enjoyed it. Now they are older, and I wanted to give this type of book to my
grandchildren as a gift. They and their parents enjoyed the gift. - Dale LuceEasy to understand
words      I happened to read stories that had words that were difficult for children to
understand and explain, but this book had simple and smooth language. Also, no grammatical
errors tended to stop the pace and distract. Interrupting the reading to give explanations is not
good. Instead, this book flows well. - Janet Johnston These stories are great!!!      These
stories are really beautiful. They teach selfless love and true affection.They are extremely
enjoyable; I must admit they relax me too and take me back in time to when I was a little girl too. -
Marie McCulloughMoral values      These stories are positive and instill good moral values in
young minds. At this age, children are like sponges, and I want to give them the best for their
future. Children love fantasy stories, and unicorns are the ultimate emblem of freedom and



imagination. - Susan RobinsonAn antidote to insomnia      Getting my son to sleep became a
problem; he would get nervous and want to watch television late. Then he would wake up in the
night, which was negatively affecting my rest. This book has some really well-written stories and
allowed me to get my son to sleep earlier and better. Thank you, Mary. - Sonia BelangerPerfect
Gift      Choosing a gift is never easy, so I decided to get something that they would love and
allow me to spend time with my grandchildren.This book is a perfect gift for anyone looking to
give something to their children or grandchildren and wants to make them happy. The recipient
of the gift will be grateful. - Lillian Cranor Interesting writing      The stories are written without
grammatical errors and flow well. My son likes unicorns, and this book has 30 stories about
unicorns. There are also 10 stories about dinosaurs, and I find that interesting, so I can vary the
theme.I usually read one a night, and this one is enough to relax my daughter. - Jimmy LevyFrom
the AuthorDoes this book contain pictures?Yes, each story has an image at the beginning. So 40
pictures give an initial visual context to the story. I didn't want to put more pictures or illustrations
in the middle of the story so as not to distract from what the purposes of the book are: To get the
kids to fall asleep. And sleep requires eyes closed. Have them listen to stories so they can relax,
and having too much visual stimulation doesn't help.Stimulate imagination. The initial pictures
set the tone for what the child will then do with their mind as they listen. It will then continue by
having happy dreams.Is this book appropriate for children of what age?This book is good for
kids ages 4-9 or so. It depends on the child; however, reading and listening will improve
engagement with a little practice. You can also opt for the audio version with a professional
narrator specializing in children's stories.Is there any religion taught in this book?No, no religion
is taught in this book. It teaches some moral precepts and virtues that are the basis of almost all
religions. The book opens the mind and gives good moral examples to children. How many
stories does the book have? The book contains 40 stories, including 30 about unicorns and 10
about dinosaurs. Inside the book, I give you a second book as a thank you. Are there any
negative or traumatic episodes for a child in your stories?No. I wrote the stories that I also tell my
children. I want them to have peace of mind and rest at night without having nightmares. So you'll
find adventures, fantasy, and fun without worrying about children's reactions.About the
AuthorMary Miller is a writer and proud mother with a passion for storytelling. Since having
children, Mary has dedicated herself to writing stories for children and teens to not only relax
them but also stimulate their imaginations by teaching through stories. The ability to dream,
imagine through fantastic tales strengthens children's family bonding and increases their
chances of success in life.You can only achieve what you can dream, let's train ourselves to
dream big from a young age. One of the most powerful and underrated ways to grow positively
read or listen to positive stories that ignite creativity.Storytelling time brings people closer to
learning and develops skills. Her books have been translated into several languages and have
been heard by thousands of children and teens. Check out Mary's other books and audiobooks
and start your next adventure.Read more
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BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS5-Minute Collection of Fantastic Tales Featuring Unicorns and
Dinosaurs to Get Your Baby to Relax and Sleep Through the Night While Avoiding Nighttime
AwakeningsMARY MILLER"If you want your children to be intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you
want them to be more intelligent, read them more fairy tales."Albert Einstein© Copyright 2021 -
All rights reserved.The content contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or
transmitted without direct written permission from the author or the publisher.Under no
circumstances will any blame or legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for
any damages, reparation, or monetary loss due to the information contained within this book,
either directly or indirectly.Legal Notice:This book is copyright protected. It is only for personal
use. You cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part, or the content within
this book, without the consent of the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the
information contained within this document is for educational and entertainment purposes only.
All effort has been executed to present accurate, up to date, reliable, complete information. No
warranties of any kind are declared or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not
engaged in the rendering of legal, financial, medical or professional advice. The content within
this book has been derived from various sources. Please consult a licensed professional before
attempting any techniques outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees
that under no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, that are
incurred as a result of the use of the information contained within this document, including, but
not limited to, errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.CONTENTSBedtime Stories for Kids About
Magical UnicornsFree Audiobook for You1. Jack's Secret Garden2. Alexa's Magic Bottle3. The
Enchanted City4. The Magic Cave5. The Pajama Party6. The Magic Island7. A New Friend8. The
Fairy Kingdom9. A Walk on the Clouds10. An Exciting TripBedtime Stories for Children with
Flying Unicorns1. A New Learning2. The Lost Teddy3. Wings for Thomas4. The Planet of
Dreams5. The Great Race6. A President for the Class7. A Trip to Another World8. A Damaged
Wing9. A Gift for Mom10. An Inexperienced SeekerBedtime Children Stories about Friendly
Unicorns1. The Teachings of an Adventure2. Creativity and Imagination Create Magic3. A
Concert and a Gift4. Enchanted and Magical5. Friendship, Circus, Carousel, and Cotton
Candy6. Everything Can Be Achieved If There Is Unity7. My friends the swans8. The Wonders of
the Deep Sea9. Celebrating the Birthday of Susy the Unicorn Girl10. Friends HelpBedtime
Stories for Children About Good Dinosaurs1. The Garden of Eden2. Popy's Miracle3. Many
Goodies4. The Long-Awaited Union5. My Sweet Dinosaur6. They Are Not Extinct7. An Amazing
Friend8. A Very Fast Advisor9. A United World10. A New MemberAbout the
AuthorAcknowledgmentsGIFT: Free Book for YouFree Audiobook for YouBEDTIME STORIES
FOR KIDS ABOUT MAGICAL UNICORNSA Collection of Fantastic Stories Full of Engaging
Characters and Amazing Plots to Bring the Magic of Reading Into Your Kids' LivesMary
MillerFREE AUDIOBOOK FOR YOUGet the audio version of this book for free.1JACK'S



SECRET GARDENLucy was a charming unicorn princess. Her hair was as red as a cherry and
her eyes were green. She had the incredible power to control all the elements and in her palace
gardens, she had thousands of red roses grown.One day, as she was walking through the
corridors of the castle, a bright light in the gardens caught her eyes. She carefully approached
the window and watched as a yellow-furred unicorn was walking through her garden. When she
saw him taking a rose, she screamed from the window,“What are you doing? No! Don't you even
think about touching my roses!”The princess, unable to stop the trespasser, called the royal
guards, but the yellow-furred unicorn took several roses and quickly disappeared into the
bushes. Lucy, enraged, ordered the guards:“I want you to watch over the rose bushes. You
cannot allow a stranger to take what is not theirs.”They all nodded and left. Using her powers,
Lucy lit all the candles in the castle and also the huge fireplace in the great hall, taking a seat in
front of the fire.Although Lucy’s thoughts couldn't be heard, they began to give her a dazed
feeling; so, she got up from her couch straight onto the balcony. When she felt the soft breeze on
her face, she began to relax; however, a voice took her out of her happiness,“I don't understand
why you take so much care of those roses if no one can appreciate them.”“You! What are you
doing on my balcony?” Lucy asked.The stranger was lying on the balcony looking at the stars
and, upon hearing Lucy’s question, he turned his gaze to her. It was the same yellow-furred
unicorn that hours before had been taking roses from the gardens. Now he was in front of the
princess without doing anything, but watching her.“Who am I? They know me by many names,
Light, Angel, The Greatest, Estrella… but the one I like the most is Jack. Nice to meet you,” he
said.“Jack? Who are you? And what do you want from my roses? I will not be afraid to use my
powers against you,” Lucy said.“Calm! I admit that I have made up 'The Greatest' for my name. It
sounds great; don't you think?” added Jack.Lucy raised her hands and Jack gave up.“Okay,
okay, I got it. I'm Jack, the owner of the other garden. I was passing by. I saw those beautiful red
rose bushes and I couldn't help getting closer.”Lucy waved her hands threateningly again and
said:“I don't believe you; from here I can know that you're lying. What are you looking for?”Jack
swallowed hard, blew out a breath, and spoke again, with less encouragement than at first,“It's
OK, you win. I'm Jack, I come from the other garden. My parents have sent me to ask the
princess for help to fix the damage I have done. Could you help me?”“Where are you from?”
Lucy asked.“You do ask a lot of questions princess. I'm from the garden kingdom,” Jack
replied.Jack began to rise, and, offering a hand to the princess, he said:“Come and I will show
you.”Lucy, fearful, took the hand of her new friend, and together they flew into the depths of the
gardens until they found a door lit by fireflies.“This was not here before,” Lucy said.“Of course
not. Only those who live in the kingdom can see it. In this case, you can see it because you are
my guest,” replied Jack.They both passed through the threshold and on the other side they
found a new world,“Welcome to the Secret Garden, Lucy,” Jack said.The princess could not
believe what she was seeing. On that side it was daytime. There were more unicorns like them
and they were all working in the gardens that surrounded the huge castle in front of them.Jack
placed his friend on the floor and said:“Now, can you help me with the mess I've caused?”“But,



what happened here?” Lucy asked.The yellow fur unicorn sighed and explained,“It all happened
a couple of years ago. I asked my parents to allow me to put into practice my studies on
chemistry in plants, but they refused. Without their permission, I took a couple of roses and did
some studies to turn them into the most beautiful ones in the garden. However, when they were
returned to their place, they began to change, enveloping the entire garden with thorns and
drying the rest of the flowers. Now, you are my only hope. You, who have the most beautiful
garden in the kingdoms.”Lucy, seeing how sad Jack looked, nodded and said:“I'll help you. What
do you expect me to do?”“I don't know. Do your magic and make this garden as beautiful as
yours,” said Jack.“It's not that easy. My garden doesn't have chemical studies,” Lucy added.Jack,
overcame with sadness, sat on the ground, crossed his legs, and said:“I believe the kingdom is
lost and it is all my fault.”The princess paced back and forth trying to come up with an idea to
help her friend when she suddenly yelled:“I have an idea! Show me where those roses that
contaminated the rest of the garden are.”The unicorn immediately rose to its feet, took Lucy’s
hand, and guided her to a dark place, full of roots and thorns.“It is here,” he said.The princess
took a seat on the floor, closed her eyes, and used her powers. The earth began to rise, the
water was cleaning everything, the wind removed the ashes, and, finally, the fire burned the
chemical residues in the water.At that moment, the garden began to take on another color. New
plants came out of the ground and flowers of all colors began to sprout from the garden. Jack,
seeing the miracle that his friend had achieved, hugged her, thanking her for what she had
done.“Thanks, Princess! You're the best! I have no way of thanking you for saving the garden
kingdom,” said Jack.“I just want you to grant me a favor: every year we should have a dance
together,” Lucy said.Jack nodded, and, from that moment, Lucy became his best
friend.2ALEXA'S MAGIC BOTTLEOnce upon a time there was a beautiful magical unicorn
named Alexa. She was brave and lived in a small town near the beach.One day, while walking
through the sand, she stumbled upon a strange bottle with written paper inside. When Alexa
tried to open it, the sound of a boat interrupted her, causing her to hide it in her backpack.Two
fishermen jumped out of the boat and when they saw her, they said:“Hi Alexa, what are you
doing around here at this hour?”Alexa, nervous about hiding the item in her bag, took a deep
breath and replied:“Hello! I just came for a walk, I wanted to clear my mind a bit and play with the
water.”Splashing the fishermen, Alexa began to walk the other way, until she noticed that she
was completely alone. Again, she took out the bottle and tried to open it, this time a door burst
open revealing the town's cook.“Alexa! You arrived early, but don't worry, it's a good time. Come
on, follow me!” said the cook.The unicorn, having no other choice, followed him until he reached
the kitchen. The chef turned to her, threw her an apron and she put the bottle away again.“Today
I wanted to prepare a blackberry cake, but no matter how hard I looked through the recipes I
couldn't find the delicacies you make with that fruit. Could you teach me how to make that
blackberry jam?”Nervous, Alexa agreed and started. With her powers, she gave life to all the
instruments in the kitchen, ordering them to do each of the steps that she desired and after
several hours, a delicious blackberry jam was ready for the chef.“Wow! But what a delicious



recipe. Thanks for helping!” the chef said.Alexa left the kitchen, escaping from anyone who could
see her with the bottle until, after several walks, she entered the mountains.The unicorn tried to
open it with its nails, but it was impossible. She took a seat on a stone and said aloud,“I wish I
could know what that note says.”At that moment the cork of the bottle came out of it and pink
smoke flooded the whole place, revealing only a purple dragon in the skies.When Alexa saw
him, she screamed in fear, and the impressed dragon, yelled in the same way asking,“What
happened? Why are we yelling?”The unicorn, filling up with courage, asked the creature in front
of her:“Who are you?”“I am Izhu, the dragon in the bottle, didn't you read the note?” said the
dragon.Shaking her head, Alexa approached the bottle, pulling out the note that had caught her
attention. Reading it aloud he repeated,“Izhu, she is the most powerful dragon I know. Find the
key, take care of it, and don't let it fall into the wrong hands.”“But who wrote the note?” Alexa
wondered.The dragon, saddened by Alexa's question, said“He was my best friend. He protected
me until the end and to prevent the evildoers from hurting me, he locked me in that bottle that
you have now opened.”“I didn't open the bottle, it opened itself. My magic didn't work on that
thing. Now, you must hide in it again. The village guardians cannot see you and even less see
me with this in hand.”The dragon replied, annoyed:“I will not go back to that horrible prison, I can
be a unicorn like you. Besides, I also have my tricks.”The pink smoke reappeared and in seconds
a unicorn with purple fur appeared next to Alexa.“You see, I am just like you,” Izhu said.Alexa,
without knowing what to do, went to town with her new friend.“Hey, Alexa… I'm hungry, could
you give me some food?” Izhu asked.“If you want to eat you will have to learn Izhu cuisine.
Follow me!” Alexa said.Together they went to the village kitchen where the chef, seeing Alexa,
greeted her. She took everything she needed and then they began to cook, together, with her
new friend.“You should chop the vegetables like this… you shouldn't let the meat harden, then it
will be very difficult to eat,” explained Alexa.When finished, Alexa served two dishes of
lamb.“Wow! So, has everything I've done made my food look that tasty?” Izhu asked.“Yes! And to
celebrate that you've learned to cook, I have a piece of blackberries for you,” added Alexa.When
he finished eating, Izhu returned to his natural form and said:“Everything was delicious, now we
must find the key.”Alexa took a seat and began to think about where they could hide something
as valuable as a magic key.“The palace on the mountain is always guarded by guards, it must be
there,” thought Alexa.Suddenly, the main doors opened and some guards saw Izhu's true form.
Alexa and her dragon flew down the alley until they landed near the palace“Thank you Izhu,
become a unicorn again. We have already seen that it is dangerous to be seen like this,” said
Alexa.Carefully they both slipped through the tower entrances, pacing from one floor to another.
They heard two guards speak,“There is nothing in the room on the top floor; we are guarding a
couple of keys.”Alexa pointed the way to Izhu and together they reached the top floor. Upon
entering, they took the keys and a dark trumpet was heard outside the tower, putting everyone
on alert.“It is our moment, these are the keys. What should we do now?” Alexa asked.The
dragon took them in his claws and a bright light on his chest began to illuminate the room,
setting him free.“Thank you for freeing me!” he said.The dragon's magic returned the unicorn to



its home feeling glad that she had helped a friend.3THE ENCHANTED CITYRose was a unicorn
with magical powers. From a very young age, she was sent to the kingdom of ravens, where she
was in charge of cleaning the castle and its surroundings. She got along very well with the
animals of the kingdom; however, her companion did not appreciate her presence in the
castle.One day, while Rose was cleaning the fireplace in the great room, a group of mice came
down.“Good morning Rose, how is your day going?” the mice asked.“Hello, little ones, I think it's
not a good idea for you to be around during the day. If the king sees you, he will want to get rid of
you,” Rose said.The mice nodded, retreating quickly down the chimney. Rose was very cunning
in using her powers when no one saw her. She would raise her hands, close her eyes, and signal
objects to clean everywhere.Upon finishing her tasks at the castle, one of her companions told
her:“Hey Rose, the king, seeing that you have finished your tasks so quickly, has sent you to
look for this list of things in the nearby town. You must be back before midnight, okay?”Unable to
refuse, Rose took the list in her hands, hung her apron on the rack, and left the castle. Her
friends, the mice, appeared on the path and said:“Be careful Rose!”“I'm not going anywhere.
When I'm done, I'll be right back, my friends,” Rose affirmed.The unicorn entered the forest,
following the path its companions indicated. The further she went, everything got darker, but
Rose wasn't intimidated at night and she started singing to the forest,“Moon, you who are with
me tonight, take care of my friends and me ...”The animals that listened bowed in front of her,
surprised by the melodious voice of the unicorn. Suddenly an owl appeared in front of Rose and
said:“What is a magical unicorn doing in the enchanted forest?”“Hi! I'm Rose. I'm going to the
nearby town, but… How do you know I'm a magical unicorn?” Rose asked.“All the animals have
recognized you since you started singing. You are not afraid of the night and even less of the
animals that live around here,” added the owl.Rose listened carefully to the owl in front of her,
who asked:“You are the same as the other unicorns in the forest. Are you on your way to the
enchanted city?”Rose, upon hearing the question, shook her head and said:“No. I live in the
kingdom of ravens. I am only following the king's orders. So, with your permission, I must finish
my tasks.”Pushing the owl aside, she continued on her way, but a huge doubt seized her
head.“Other unicorns in the forest? That means I'm not the only one ... what if my parents live in
that city?” Rose wondered.The glare of the lights from the fenced village brought her out of her
thoughts and returned her to her tasks.Upon entering the town, she passed through the bakery
in search of the best pieces of bread. Then, she toured the markets choosing the most beautiful
fruits for banquets, and finally, she entered the pastry shop to choose the best sweets.When she
finished her to-do list, she sat by the fountain in the town square and a lady leaned on her and
said:“Blessed are the natives, the enchanted city.”“Excuse me, I think you were wrong,” Rose
said.With a smile, the lady took Rose's hand and handed her a different coin than the others. A
unicorn with a powerful horn was drawn on the coin. Rose couldn't believe her eyes, and, without
thinking, she returned to the forest in search of the owl.“Mr. Owl! I know you are there, I need
your help!” Rose said.After several minutes, the owl came out of the bushes and greeted Rose
again.“How can an old owl help an arrogant magical unicorn?”“I did not mean to be arrogant, I



apologize. But I'd like to get to know that city you've told me about,” Rose said.“The enchanted
city?” asked the owl.The unicorn nodded and the owl started the story,“Years ago, the kings of
the nearby kingdoms started a contest among themselves. The raven king invaded the
enchanted city and, as revenge, took the king's most precious thing, his daughter.”Surprised,
Rose asked:“His daughter?”“Yes. He took her with him and promised the king that he would
never see her again,” added the owl.“And where is that city?” Rose asked.The owl was
thoughtful, looking determinedly into the unicorn's eyes as if examining its intentions.“Tomorrow
we will meet here at the same time and I will take you to the enchanted city,” affirmed the
owl.Rose nodded and returned to the Raven Realm. Upon entering her room, she searched
everywhere for her friends, until they finally appeared.The unicorn told them every detail of what
had happened to her that day; however, one of her companions said:“Tomorrow, we will all
escape together. We will go to the enchanted city, where they are all magical unicorns and I will
finally be free.”In that instant, the door to the room slammed shut, locking the latch that let Rose
out.“Let me out!” cried Rose.When the mice saw their friend so sad, they devised a plan to get
her out of that place. In a second, all the mice turned the key, leaving the door open. Together
they left the kingdom, took the forest path, and in a few minutes, they met the owl.After
advancing a long way through the place, some doors received them. The king and queen of the
enchanted city were waiting for their little girl. When they saw her, they hugged her tightly and
finally Rose was completely happy.4THE MAGIC CAVEOnce upon a time, in a very distant town,
there was a beautiful unicorn named Alina. She had snow-white fur, sky-blue eyes, and a
beautiful iridescent horn that reflected different colors at once. She was very curious; she loved
walking through the town library in search of a new journey between the pages of books.One
day, while entering the library, a heavy body hit her, taking her directly to the ground. Alina,
stunned, rubbed her head and heard a female voice.“Here! Look where you walk. Excuse her
dear Travis. It sure is some of those nerds who don't watch where they walk.”The unicorn, unable
to articulate a word, could only direct her gaze towards what had knocked her down. It was a
unicorn, like her. It had dark and imposing fur, and its eyes were green and in turn transmitted
darkness. Travis, from above, tried to help Alina, but the girl who accompanied him did not allow
it.“We cannot waste more time! The autograph signing has already started,” said the girl.Without
saying more, they left Alina on the ground. Still stunned, the unicorn stood up, picked up her
things, and simply continued on his way to the second floor of the library.Leaning out of one of
the balconies that allowed her to see the center of the library, she managed to see the stranger
searching the shelves. Surprised by his behavior, Alina returned to her usual activities and
began to search among the booksellers for a great adventure that would take her out of town.
After several hours, a book caught her attention.“The magic cave and its powers,” Alina read.She
took it in her hands, looked for a quiet place to read, and when she opened it, she found a
dedication,“Not everyone can find it, but anyone can want it. For those who need it, this book will
release their inner magic.”Although it was a book, the story behind its pages was wonderful,
filling Alina with much emotion. While in her imagination everything came to life, a loud sound



interrupted her:“Time to close.”When the unicorn heard the words, she looked for her watch
noticing that the hours had passed quickly. She put the book in her backpack heading for the
exit, but the director of the library appeared in her way.“Alina, dear! At last, I find you, you are the
only one who knows all the books in this place. The great writer Travis says that we have a
special one here,” said the director.“Hello, Miss, what book is your friend looking for?” Alina
asked.“He assures that it is here, but no one has seen it ...” added the director.The director
began to describe the same book that Alina had in her bag. Although her hands tried to remove
it from her backpack, a force within her warned her not to do so.“Oh no, miss. I was afraid I have
not seen that book. If I find it, I won't hesitate to hand it over to you,” Alina said.Nervous, the
unicorn quickly left the place and went to her best friend's house.“Ethan! I need your help,
please,” Alina yelled.“What happened?” Ethan asked.Quickly, Alina pulled the strange book out
of her bag. Ethan took it, started pacing back and forth with it in hand, and said:“Do you know
what is it?”“No! That's what I want you to find out,” Alina said.Ethan laughed and replied:“It's your
lucky day, my friend. There is a legend about a magic cave. The path to it is only revealed to
those who have magic inside.”Alina was impressed by her friend's words and listened to him
attentively.“You can choose to ignore it, but you can never silence the voice of the magic within
you,” Ethan added.“But ... I am a common unicorn, like everyone in town,” said Alina.Ethan
refused, indicating the last pages of the book. A map was marked on them and gave the order to
find the magic cave. Surprised by the details her friend was telling her, Alina listened very
carefully.“I have to go to that place, right?” Alina asked.Ethan nodded and said:“Yes. But don't
worry, I can go with you.”The next day, both of them went towards the coordinates the map
specified, walking through the entire forest in search of the symbols the book indicated. As Alina
walked, she heard a strange sound.“Ethan, I think someone is following us ...” Alina said.They
both tried to hide, but when they stepped on a stone, a huge net caught them and Travis came
out of the trees.“What brave unicorns. I knew you were special, Alina. I knew it since I saw you in
that awful place. Now, give me that book,” Travis said.Ethan pulled a knife from his backpack and
sliced through the net, they both ran to a stop on a cliff. Ethan, without thinking, took his friend's
hand, and together they jumped into the river. Minutes later, the current dragged them through
the forest until they entered a huge cave.Alina opened her eyes and a purple light appeared in
front of her and said:“Welcome, we were waiting for you.”Travis walked around the rocks,
following the river to the cave, and to his surprise, the unicorns had led him to the magic cave.
Alina came out of the shadows and said:“You cannot take what does not belong to you.”“I
deserve to have powers too; so, I'll take it,” Travis said.The two began a magic spell fight until
Alina recited a strong spell lifting her opponent into the air.“You cannot take what is not yours; go
away or you will know the consequences,” Alina warned.Travis fell to the ground and ran straight
into the woods. Ethan came out of hiding and Alina told him:“The magic light in the cave has
asked me to stay to take care of the magic. Thank you for helping me find my power.”The unicorn
nodded, heading home. Alina became the guardian of the cave and began to live her
adventures.5THE PAJAMA PARTY
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Amanda Lynn, “Great bedtime stories. My son loves the quick 5 minute stories right before bed.
The stories all have great characters and storylines. My son's only complaint is that there wasn't
more pictures.  This would be great as an audiobook.”

Gayla, “bedtime stories. Reading to your children before bed can calm them down and help
them sleep. This collection of stories about magical, mystical creatures will help you connect
with your child and help them relax and sleep through the night with pleasant dreams”

A D, “A bedtime fantasy delight. I love reading these quick and fantastic tales to my son who is
four. He absolutely loves unicorns so they kept his attention every time until he passed out. He
also enjoyed the other tales about dinosaurs that's his second favorite animal.”

Amy Melton, “Fun read. These stories are only about 5 minutes long so your kids bedtime
routine can be short. These stories are about unicorns and dinosaurs. There is also an audible
option as well.”

Lynn, “Great stories for kids. These stories are really helpful to calm kids and help them to sleep.
They are written with love and affection for you and your child to bond.”

The book by Mary Miller has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 21 people have provided feedback.
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